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Besl Fro.m Regional Law Schools
T0 Compete Here in Moot Court
The best students of the l~w
schools of New Mexico, Arizona,
Color~do and Wyoming will argue
in regional moot co11rt competition Saturday, Nov. IS, in the
federal court in Albuquerque.
UNM will be represent!ld by
students John Lewis and Vincent
D'Angelo, both of Albuquerque,
and by Stephen Michael Walker
of S~nta Fe.
.
Advisor of the UNM te~m is
Fredrick M. Hart, professor of
l~w. The UNM ·School of Law
is the regional sponsor of the
moot court competition. UNM
law student Hunter L. Geer is
chairm11n.
The first round of competition,
Saturday, will pit Arizona against
New Mexico at 9:30 a.m. The
Wyoming and Colorado teams will
meet at 11 a.m. The winners will
meet in the final l"Otmd at 2:30
p.m.
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Waitresses wanted for ski season
Most be very attr~:u:tive and personable

DON'T
MISS
THIS
ONE

u

JUST $3 A
YEAR TO
FLY TTA

PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS. PSYCHA·
DELIO POSTERS & BUTTONS. It we
don't have them, then :vou don't lf&nt
them. Send for oamPles and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Gift Shop, .1609
E. Co~.!.!>!-'!~!!! Colorado. 80220.
LOST
MEN'S LONGINE five atar admiral wrist
watch with gold ftex !>and. Lost in
men's lounge in Admin. Bldg. Reward.
H found plea!!e can Mr. Campos 2423302 or 842·3033 ext. 25.
BROWN reading glasseo loet on library
·lawn. Reward, 247-9638. 11/16-20.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT, 1-bedroom, furnished. Fireplace gamge; clooe to UNM. $86 per
moni.b. without ntilitieo or $100 Jler
month with ut!Utles, Phone 266·8982.
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THEY DID.
. SHOWS:
2:05 - 3:25- 4:45
6:05 - 7:30 - 8:50
10:05
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·~ CONC~RT

1/3 OFF

HALL

REGULAR APPLICABLE
ONE-WAY FARE

and The Cultural Program Committee
of The Associated Students

AllONS

PRESENT

any flight, any day, including HOLIDAYS

UNLIMITED
TRAVEL
·----------·

LOWELL
THOMAS, JR.

-~---"

anywhere Within the TTA six state domestic system

YOUTH FARE ID CARDS-JUST $3.~~:R
TTA Youth Fare Cards are available
to all young ad!Jits, 12 to 22, and
are good on most other airlines.

And His Brilliant
Full Color Film

1TA Also Honors Youth Fare Cards From All Other Alrllne1,

.f

WEDNESDAY. NOVEMBER 15-7:30 P.M.
ADMISSIO~.- Subscription or Adults $1.50 ·
Faculty-Staff $1.25-Students $1.00
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Accounting Department, TTA
P. o. Box 60!88
Houston, Texas 77060

ApplicatiOn For YOUthFare ldentifiCitlOil
(PLEASE PRIN1)

Applicant's Name
Address

City

state

f
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selma! Attending
Date of lllrth

card- - -,
Age

Date of :!2nd Birthday

&tt,!Yt;:!D

Atomic Wor Fear
Stressed in Talk

U. Medical School
To Open Building

Thomas Film Tour Shovvs
Wonders of South Pacific

CLIP THIS COUPON AND MAIL TODAY:

DESTINATION SOUTH
PACIFIC·
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243-0588.

EVERYTHING NICE •••
EXCEPT WHAT

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

Holiday Songfest
Set by Campanas

SERVICES
'l'YPEWRITER Sales & Serviceo, all
makes. 20 percent discou11t With this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thunday. E & :E
Typewriter Service, 2217 Coal SE, Phone

THEY WERE MADE
OF SUGAR AND
SPICE AND

~

·'~nat~;uiscusses
Speaker System

10-30% Discount on
Ski Clothing and Equipment
Phone 296-4355

ll/lo-16.

61

c,'d.

Salary Plus Tips
Room and Board
Free Ski Lessons
Free Lift Ticket

11/1, 2, 3, 6.
ONE SET of C1111c Rule Lawboo'ks. Pub·
lished 1915·1940. There ure eight sup.
plimentals, two indices and 27 law
volumes. $45.00 or best offer. May be
seen at 2700 Solano NE. 11/15·20,
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, heater,
Two tops, good tires. Excellent condi·
tion. Reasonable price. Phone 255-0568.
STUDENTS lOC!king for a car from $100.
to $2000. any make. For tbe lowest
prices in town call Lanny Corter, 298·
1934 after 3 :30 p.m.
1965 DKW convertible with new windshield,
points, and spark plugs, 25 to 30 mi.
per gal. $800. can after 6 p.m. 256-1997,

ADULTS
ONLY

f

Taos Ski Valley

FOR SAL!ll
COMPLETE drum set. Very good condition. 277·4196, ask for Charles,
1961 VOLVo-new tires, syncromesb to
first. Bod's not too hot but gyeat personality and runs well. $560. Call 299·
91&1. Great for skiing.
1058 FORD V-8. Automatie transmission,
power steering & brakes. Good condi·
tion. $395.00. Call after 6 p.JD. 242·5650.

now hopeless bec~use of the high America is against reform. JohnIn contrast to the pfficial em- tator," he said.
Latin guerrillas are divided
The United States is acting un- quality of training given the mili- son's theory ill that whatever is phasis on ~ many-f&ceted cPunterder a pp}icy of blind ~nti-coinmu- tary establishment by the U.S., good for the investing corpora- insurgency program which in- among themselves, and are we~k.
nism in Latin-America, thus per- he said.
tions is good for Latin America, eludes civic action, Valdes as- isolated, and getting weaker;
serted that less than two per cent Valdes said. 'l'his is not due to
petuating the old .o:l:'der in . the
"Actually the Alliance for he said.
fo.rm of,milit!lrY dict~ttors~iP~r~nd Progr(!ss was a bigger thre~t t!l · · 11The U.S. seems to feel now pf the counter-insurgency budget any improvement in social condiohgarGhY .becau~e :the1·e is an;·of" the status quo than communism, th~t to risk change is to risk com·, goes to such programs, He said ' tions bu't" ·to· aoaal conservatism
ticial ~ttitude;in Waflliingtott that although now the Johnson line is 'munism,'' said Valdes. "LBJ views that Latin America receives about· · and the eft'ect\v:eness of counterall itlSU!:genfli , ~re ppmmunists that there was too much social ' guerrillas as Pbstacles to eco- . $1.5 billion in aid and spends ' 'insurgen~y; · · · :
· He s~id thll.j{ change will not
and all·communists 11re bad, said teform in the Alliance,'' he said. · nomic reform. But force is the about $1.6 billions for arms.
"What we're :really getting is 'come from the top and the AmeriNelao~ ·P. Ya!des in a. CP"~Jnter-in- ·
Val?es s~id that the weight of only possible 'faY to set the stage
(Continued Qll p"ge 3)
a stronger breed of military diesurgency . )Janel . discussion last ·AmeriCan Investments in Latin for change," he went on.
night in the Union Theater.
Valdes spoke; ~ast nightr to an·
a~dienc!l of abou~ 200 'in thr panel·
dxscussxon.
i ';
1. ,
Marine Major ' Jerry lnowlin
spoke on the vpte of the military
._....
in co1,1p.ter-insurgency programs.
Valdes is a Cuban and a senior
Y\
<!>?
LL
'
J'·)ij · .
·
V, 7 'h-e· 0 r
majo~ing in histol.'y, a research
1. """
11 ·
assist~nt to Pl.'ofessor EdWin Lieu2..
Thursday, November 16, 1967
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wen of the UNM history depart- Vol. 71
ment, ~nd co-author of books on
\{,:C:s}>--1,1
,.,.,~~~
Castl.'o's speeches and on Cuban
exiles in the U.S.
Valdes painted a black picture
of Latin American social conditions and warned that the vested
interests are so selfish and strong
that violence is the only possible
way to· unseat them and bring
about reform. Any progr!lss is
flans to purchase a portabie
publi~ address syst~m fo:L'. use at
Groups Invited
the Free-Speech, are~ ~n the
Union Mall were announced by
Senator Anne Knight at the Student Senate meetlrtg last nigR't.
The "Portasound," if purchased,
would be available for use by any
Las Cainpanas will again sponcampus organization for a small
sor the annual Christmas "Songfest
fee per day, Sen. Knight said.
setfor Dec. 17.
Need for the portable address
All UNM organizations are inunit
arose out of tlte difficulty of
vited to participate in the event.
. .:.••:.::. :.:..o::.:.::.i:;·,::::. :•. :.:".• ":x.
moving equipment from the Union
The divisions in this year's fest.
The panel discussion in the Uniori Theater last
analytical description of present-day Latin Amerito the Mall for the weekly freeare men'.s, 'Yomen's and ~ixed:'' · · 'night on counter-insurgency inci\!di\1{ Marine Maj.
ca. Approximately two hundred were present at
speech sessions. Sen Knight menlowed to smg two •Chnstm~_s .. ,. or Jerry Bowlin, moderator Luis Calvillo-Capri,
the Latin Americ~n Desk-Student Alfairs Comtioned the possibility of using the
songs. All group cbaxrmen art!'· · ·and Nelson P. Valdes. BPwlin spoke of the mili·
mittee-sponsored session. (Photo by Pawley.)
system for the Alert Center Tetetary's role in CI programs and Valdes gave an
required to attend a meeting upstairs in the Union on Dec. 5 at - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - - - - - - : - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , . ; _ - Lecture series, and International
6:30p.m. A dress rehersal will be
Center programs. .
held Dec, 16.
The proposal was refened to
Application$ aJ"e due Thursday,
!f;c~~;~o~~mmittee fo~ study and
Nov, 30, and are av~ilable in the
Activiti!ls Center in the Union.
Material from his book, "New .. News Service reported. 'that the as "easily the most visible of the
Other Senate action included
There will be a first and sewndMotality," now being written, Rev. Frederick M. Morris, rec- doubters •••• There is hardly If ,,the. passage .of a bill appropriap1aee winner in ·each category, will provide subject matter for tor of St. Thomas Episcopal dogma in the creed that Pike has ting $1500 for a student lobby '!.l
plus a. sweepstakes winner.
the Rev. .Tames A. Pike who Chmch, 'had withdrawn an invi- not .at one time or anothel' tl)e state legislature 111 Santu Fe
speaks at 8 tonight in the Con- tation to Pike to preach there denied." While Pike inspires in- in February, and passage of an
cert Hall.
next Holy We!lk because his in· tense devotion among many of act amending a ·finance CommitOne of the most eontroversial volvement with spiritualism has those who have worked with him
tee l~w requiring campus organic~mrchm~n in America, t~e re- "d~maged h~s. effective1.1ess.''
he is blamed as a grandstandin~ zations to submit a budget to the
SJ~ned bishop, of ~he Episcopal
~he pubhcJty has .d~recte~ at- publicist, a Unitarian in Episco- Committee on the fifteenth of
Diocese of Cahforma has attract- tenhon away from B1shPp P1ke's pal rPbes ~ven an atheist in dis- each month.
ed wide-spread publicity. In Sep- original message of reform and guise Ti~e noted.
Senate also passed a bill calling
t;mber he declared t~at he ~e- impatience ,;wit? ecclesiasti.cal ofPike himself withdrew his own for $1000 for the niring of a parth~ved he had cPmmunicated with ~cxousn~ss, sa1d Dr. Morr1s1 who demand for a heresy trial Sept. time secretary to serve the Com?Is deceased son through med" 1s. descnbed as a past conststent 26 , 1967, when the Episcopal mittee on the University in an
Donna. Allen, an activist :for 1ums on at least half a dozen oc- de±:ender of the 54-year-old Church's house of bishops voted organizational and research capeace movements, said last night casions.
chu:chman.
•.
.
.
overwhelmingly w change church pacity. A p1·ovision of the bill is
that she was "initiated into the
The Tribune's New York Times
Time magazme described him law, making a trial virtually im- that the UNM administration will
real Wol·ld'' after becoming aware
possible ro initiate.
share half of the expenses of the
of the dangers of n11clear war.
Before
he
was
ordained,
Pike
hiring.
Mrs. Allen's speech in the Kiva, ·
received a doctorate in jurisSenator Cleve Seamon, sp\l:lSOl'
co-sponsored by the New Mexico
prudence
at
Yale
in
1951.
He
comof
the bill and member of the
Committee to abolish the House ·
pleted wo1·k at the Union Theo- committee, said, "A part-time l':ecUn-American Activities Commit- ·
logical Seminary in. 1951. After retary would add continuity to
tee and the UNM. chapter of the
passing the California Bar Ex- the committee in that she ·would
Students for a Democratic Soamination in 1936, he worked in keep records from previous yr~a'f.S
ciety, also included her criticisms
Washington for the Securities to aid new committee meml1ers in
against the Committee.
and Exchange Commission.
carrying on pa1·ticular stuJ:!s."
The "al'~S race" controversy
An attorney, lecturer, and
The Committee on the Univermade her aware of the dangers
The UNM School of Medicine utilities tunnel under Lomas wl'iter, he is editor of several sity is designed to carry out inof nuclear war and so she became will open its basic medical sciences Boulevard .NE, the· building is books including "If You Marry depth institutional studies in eoinvolved in a one-day demonstra- building at 10 :30 a.m. Saturday, supJ>licd with water, steam, comordination with the administration for the Women's Strike for Nov. 18.
pressed air, electricity, and tele- Outside Your Faith," "A Time tion. Dr. John Campbell of the
Peace.
UNM President Tom Popejoy phone service from c e n t r a I for Christian Candor;' "What is UNM anthropology department is
As a member of the organiza- and Dean Reginald H. Fitz will sources.
this Treasure?"
·
this year's committee chah·m<l'l.
The more than $5.3·million cost
tion she went to the State De- take part in opening ceremonies,
partment to secure a visa for a which will be followed by public of the building was met from
three sources: the University
Japanese lecturer and was later tours of the :facility.
( $1.G million), the W. K. Kellogg
subpeonaed to appear before a
The building is the lal'gest on I~oundation ($700,000), and fedclosed committee meeting.
campus and is the first permanent
The dosed session "made it building of the School of Medi- eral m.a t chin g :funds ($3.1
look lik(j I was subvcl'SiVc, 11 she cine. Located at 915 Stanfo1•d million).
The building is one of three
said, She a~h:ed for a public hear· Dl'ive NE, it has a gross area of
whicl1 will form the nucleus of
ing and was cited for contempt of 172,000 square feet.
New Zealand, ~ Texall-si~e
Samoan men walking through
tl1e University's medical ctmter.
Congress.
Included are facilities :for the Also included in this initial stage fire, torch dancers and swivel- country, displayed all the aflpects
This led her to begin question- six departlnents making Up basic
hipped Polynesian girls doing of a small-scale world, Thoma!!
ing the constitutionality of the medical sciences at the school: of the center are:
-Bernalillo County Indian Hos- exotie dances were part of tM said. It has the Southern AlM, #a
committee and to become a lobby- anatomy, biochemistry, microbiLowell Thomas, Jr. movie tou1· of beautiful ski area, clear beaches,
ist for the Committee to abolish ology, J>athology, pharamncology, pital, the School of Medicine's the South Paclfic last night.
and San Francisco-styli! cable
primary · teaching hospital which
the House Un·Ame1·ican Adiv- and physiology,
cat·s.
Sheep outnumber people
Thomas,
~
state
senator
from
is about to stat~t on a $6·million
ities Committee•
Alaska and wol'ld traveler, nar· there 20 to 1.
Also in the building ate facil- expansion p1•ogram.
Progress in Amel'ican Samoa,
ities for some of the school's clin--A mental health-mental re- tated his film befo1·e an audience
nn1111111111111111111111111111111111!1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
long
neglected according to 'rho1100
in
the
Con,•ert
Hall.
The
of
ical faculty, student laboratol·ies tm·dation center, which will start
mas,
was evidenced by an elab·
Tijerina Rebuttal
tour
covered
AustNilia,
New
Zea·
and study are~:~s, two 135-seat lee• construction of a complex of six
orate
school system with a spl'~ial
Iancl,
Fiji,
New
Caledonia,
Somoa,
ture
halls,
administrative
offices,
buildings in the near future.
Reies Tijc1•ina's rebutt!\1 to
TV
network
as a teachinw aid in
and
'l'ahiti.
an
animal
resource
facility,
a.nd
Allan Stang's accusations of
illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliHI\11111111111111\IIIIII\IInlll\111\llllllllllllllllillllllllll\11\
all
Samoan
schools.
The
dry
desert
climate
of.
the
a
School
of
Medicine
audio-visual
communism ~gainst the Span·
Thomas emphasized that all the
Australian outback was conservice.
ish-American land-grant gtoup
Poetry Reading
South
Pacific areas he visited
trasted
with
the
1200-milc
Gt•cat
will be broadcast on I\.UNM
I.aboratOl'Y areas have been ~e
Two English department
havo
comfol'tablc
tourist facilities
and
its
1•ainbow
of
Barl'icr
Reef
at 8:10 tonight, immediately
!ligned in the building so that tlley
teaching assistants, Be1•t Alan
dthe
area
l·cftects
the influcnce
life.
Poisonous
fish,
exotic
sea
following Stang's interviow
can be I'emodeled at a minimum
mon
and
Richard
L.
Van
Der
of
French,
English,
German,
and
A\U>tralian koa.ltt bears, speeding
which begins at 7:30. The re·
cost and inconvenience, to keep
v
oort,
will
read
thch•
poetry
Amm•ican
cmltur('s
!:>lending
with
lmnp;tu·oos, and the kiwi birds o£
buttal is 1>nrt of the general
up with future teaching and re•
at 8:15 tonight in Biology 122.
New Zealand kept the film 11nd aborigines who were lunchillg on
progt•am, "The Public Eye.''
search requirements.
tourists not too many years ago.
the
~ommentnr:v moving.
Tied into mnin campus by a
llllll\llllllllllllllllllllllllll\lll!llll!lllllllllllilllllllllllllillllllll11111111111111!1111111\llllll\lllll\lll

By ROB BURTON

subscripti;;.:Sa~":.:e~~~~,Pe' ve••

WANT ADS

•

U.S. Sees All Insurgents as Reds, Valdes Says,

NEw MExico ·Lono

The winning regional team will Saturday will be U.S. District
compete in the national moot Jud~E1 Verle Payne, New Mexico
court contest in December in New S\Jvreme Co11rt Justice David
York City. About 100 teams are
entered in the different regipna. • Chavez, ancl New MexicP Court of
This year, the student lawYers · Appeals Judge Waldo Spiess.
will argue a c~se before the UniJ1.1dges of the written briefs
ted States Supreme Court. The will be John Conway and Allen
case involves the question of the
liabHity of independent public (J; Dewey Jr., both of Albuquer.
accountants who certify false and que, 11nd Jphn W. Bassett Jr. of
fraudulent fin~ncial statements ..
Roaw!lll.
A decision on the case has al•
ready been 1·endered by the highest court of a mythic~! state. The
U.S. Supreme Court h~s decided
to he~r arguments on the same
case as researched and discussed
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RA'l'ES:
by the student moot court partici- 4 line ~d., 65~-· tim.., ,2.00. Insertions
b~ submitted by noon on d!!Y before
pants. The judges will not decide must
publication to Room 159, Stu<lent Publicathe case, but will decide which tion• Bulldin&", or teJepbcme 277..4002 or
team makes the best ~rgument 277-4102.
and submits the best written brief ~-----W~ANTEDTOBUY
E Flat Alto Sa>: with good Cllf!e. For a
of the case.
12 yr, old. Francis C. Koopman, phone
Judges of the oral arguments
299-4697. 11/10·16.
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·chaplain Turning Center Inside Out with Ideas
i

A new chaplain is turning the
Canterbury Chapel, the UNM
Episcopalian center, inside out
with ideas.
To begin w j t h, Canterbury
Center h!,IS be<,:ome :canterbury
Chapel. The· change was' brought
abo1;1~ b~ th~ ; ~ev. · Will.iain E.
Crews~ who came here m September. · · • '
·
The Rev. Mr. Crews hopes the
new name will 11how the changing
purpose of Canterbury. The idea
of a chapel should take the emphasis off recreation and place it
on study, worship, and service, he
said.
,..Mr. Crews intends to gear the
che.pe! to the needs of the entire
University. No longer strictly a
center for students, Canterbury
will be a place where members of
the faculty and staff are welcome.
He has begun working more close-

ly with other chaplains on campus,
The job of a campus· chaplain,
he !lays, is "to enter into university life as a Christian, not to try
to draw the university into the
chapel."
Episcopalian students are encouraged to help the tutoring program, or work with alcoholics at
the coffee house run by St..John's
Cathedral. In cooperation with
other l'eligious groups, they are
shortly opening a coffee house on
Central at University Blvd. for
the campus.
'
Mr. Crews is convinced that
the way to reach the academic
society today is not through individual counseling. He believes
that talking with students about
their problems is wasted .time,
compared to the benefits of working with the faculty to "establish

American Red Cross 'Talking Letter'
To Cheer Servicemen On Christmas
Albuquerque families may taperecord a message to brighten
Christmas for their relatives in
the military service overseas
through a "talking letter" project
of the Bernalillo county chapter
of the American Red Cross.
UNM students with fathers or
'Hrothers in the service overseas
are encouraged to call the Red
Cross and send a recorded letter.
The Red Cross this year will
provide Spanish-speaking people
with special assistance in making
their tapes.
Arrangements to record a message may be made by calling the
Red Cross, 265-8514. Recordings

Professor Publishes

listen to KUNM

2 Magazine Articles
John T. Zepper, an associate
professor of education. at UNM,
has recently published two articles.
,.. One article, "Probability-the
Onl.r Ratiouale for Teacllet- Education," was published in the July
issue of Journal of Thought. The
othr article, "Mort in Education,"
was presented at the 17th annual
meeting of the Southwestern
Philosophy of Education Society
in Denton, Tex., . last November
and was published this fall by the
society.
Both articles deal with the need
for flexibility in education and the
need to develop the human element. Zepper says that education
should teach "traits of human beings which are not adequately
treated in other social institutions, such as sex education, leisure-time activities, physical and
psychological well-being, ethics,
love, religion, and death.''
·. . . . . ·-·--·-·-··-·· ......
......
_

·~·-·-:-:-··-···. ''

wiU be made during weekends
from Nov. 24 ta Dec. 10 between
9:SO·a.m. and 4:30p.m. The service is limited to close relatives,
although several members from
each family may talk in the recordings.
The "talking letter" praject is
a free service of local Red Cross
volunteers. The Red Cross furnishes the recording equipment
and mailing containers. The only
cost to the family is 16 cents for
air-mail postage.
Arrangements may be made
through Red Cross field offices in
foreign countries for milita:ry
personnel to play back the recordings. At the time of .the playback,
servicemen may arrange to make
a recording for their families.

90.1 Mcs,

dialogue" between them and the Bonhoffer, Robinson, and Pike. It
wil1 be open to anyone interested,
~;tudents.
.
The chaplains are currently
To encourage dialogue between
the academic disciplines and the- · working to bring a profe!!sor of
ology, Mr. Crews and other chap- theology· into the philosophy delains are sponsoring a series of partment.
Mr. Crews comes to UNl\1 from
dinners where faculty members
can :meet the clergy informally Santa Fe, where he has been Rector of St. Bedes Church since
and discuss issues.
Mr. Crews also hopes to set up 1962, and chaplain to the State
conferences between theology and Legislature for six years. A grad-·
uate of the Church Divinity
the various departments.
His proposed course in theology School in Berkeley, California, he
will study writers such as Tilloch, also served two years as Execu-

Law Requires Reports

;.~~~~~~~~M~~~
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We Moil Your
Overseas
Christmas Gifts

Fremont's

-A Specialty Food Shop~ Coronado Center
298-!!483
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:J~
~
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CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

."

21 Campus Organizations
Submit Monthly Budgets
Twenty-one campus organizations and student government
agencies have submitted line-item
monthly budgets for September
to the Senate Finance Committee
in compliance with committee
1•ules.
Finance Committee Chairman
Coleman Travelstead s a i d 21
budget reports and 11 monthly
statements had been received
from the 32 organizations presently on the Associated Students
budget.
A law stating that campus organizations and student government agencies must submit lineitem lists of expenditures to the
Finance Committee by the fifteenth of each month was created
last year but was largely ignored
by campus organizations.
Travelstead held an informative meeting for organization representatives yesterday. to acquaint
them with committee require•
ments and the format for the
bUdgets. Eleven groups were represented at the meeting.
"The next step in Finance Committee action will probably be to
subpoena the delinquent groups

tive Secretary of the National
Council of Churches. There he
was re11ponsible for the InterSeminary Movement and Graduatjl. Studies oi the National Studept ,·Christian Federation.

before the Committee to explain
why they have not submitted
budgets," Travelstead said.
"'l'oday is the deadline for the
October budgets and we have received only seven reports," Tr!!oV·
elstead said.
·"
.:~
Other Finance Committee action included discussion of a. bill
calling for $1000 for hiring of a
secretary for the Committee on
the University, and consideration
of Speaker's Committee Chairman Tom Horn's request for an
!ldditional $16,000 allocatjon for
!Jxpansion of the speaker's pro,g:ram.
: A bil1 allocating $1500 for the
financing of a student lobby at
the state legislature in Santa Fe
jn February was given a do-pass
'recommendation by the commit. 1tee.
The largest beer barrels in the
world are situated in St. Louis,
Mo. Three giant nickel stainless
steel tanks, each 2'1 feet in diameter, 2'1 feet high, and weighing 20 tons, store 22,500 barrels
of beer.

Coin-op Dry-Cleaning
and Laundry
Open 8 AM•B PM
Counselor Always on Duty
2106 Central S.E.
247-0836

W§Makers of Hand M!lde
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

SIMON'S TEXACO SERVICE
2100 Central E., Albuquerque, New Medea

Phone 242·0094
Your Texaco Star Dealer

-~~~®~
q~

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Thanksgiving Items
.,
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
E:Mpert Monogramming
Yes We Hove Our New
Xmas Albums In For 1967
3501 lomas N.E.
255-4989

"The· Hugger"

.(Continued from page l)
can military assistance ,pro~rains
have t~ught the' . Latin m_l\itary
to cut It off at,the bottom, • ·
"lt is paJ,'adoxical'' h~ ·said
~'th at Amer1can
· . Latm
. · ' policy can'
best be summed. up in the words
of Mao, who S!'oi<l.: 'Power comes
out of the barrel of a gun.'"
Bowlin's r e marks centered
a~ound the role of the military in
aid programs, and he offered a
?efinition of both insurgency and
Jts counters.
Insurgency is a condition resuiting from a revolt or inaurrection against a constituted
government which falls short of
civil war. In the current contest
•
subversive insurgency is primarily communist-inspired, supvorted
or exploited, he said.
Counter-insurgency is the sum
of those military, political economic, psychological, and ci~ic actions taken by a government to
defeat subversive insurgency he
continued.
'
"We have to recognize," he
said, ''that insurgency is the resuit. of legitimate grievances." To
fight it, the grievences must be
ameliorated, and "to say that insurgency per se is wrong is it~elf wrong,': said Bowlin, "but
msurgency JS often communistexploited."
He said that the purpose of the
military aid program is to assist
the governments that call for
help. "If they want to fight guerril1as, we help them do that. If
they want social reform, we can
help with that," he said.
On a question of U.S. motives
in the Dominican Republic intefvention in 1964 Bowlin said, "The
initial reaction was because of Ia
desire to protect American interests there. When we have
Americans in a foreign country
working there and they ask for it
we will go in.''

MOTORCYCLES
GO WITH THE lEADER

GO

TRIUMPH
200 C.C.. TO 650 C.C.

IWOFORSPORF
FORME:RLY CUSHMAN MOTORS

331-333 SAN PEDRO DR., N.E.
PHONE 265-6531

~8Camaro:
Terry Turner [above] of San Jose,
Calif., working in a castle

~Jobs in

Europe

Luxembourg-American Student Information Service is celebrating its
lOth year of successful operation
placing students in jobs and arranging toms. Any student may now
choose from thousands of joos such
as resort, office, sales, factory, hospital, etc. in 15 countries with wages
up to $400 a month. ASIS maintains
placement offices throughout Europe
insuring you of on the spot help at
all times. For a booklet listin_g all
jobs with application forms and dis·
count tours send $2 (job application,
overseas handling & airmail reply) to:
Dept. O, American StUdent Informa•
tion Service, 22 Ave. de Ia Liberte1
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy ot
Luxembourg,

Camara 55 Coupo

Accelerates smoother, hugs the road tighter,
rKtor quiej8r than EN&E b&lore. ·
A quiet car speaks for itself.
That's why Chevrolet went
all out to make the '68
Camara smoother, steadier
and more siletit than ever.
Camara's famous roadhugging performance has
been improved with a refined
suspension system.
Camero's big-car ride has
been improved, too. Soft
rubber cushions snuff out

road noise and vibrations.
Even Camara's new Astra
Ventilation works for your
peace and quiet. Adjustable
vent-ports built in the
instrument panel let outside
air circulate without wind or
noise. You don't even have
to open a window! It all adds
up to the silent ride of quality.
See for yourself. Put a hushed
'68 Camero through its paces
at your Chevrolet dealer's.

AH these Chevrolet
quality features, too:
• Unitized all-welded
Body by Fisher.
• Power teaM choices up
· te a 396-cubic-iRch VB.
• SeH-adjusting S•fetyMaster brakes with
dual cylinders.

• An automatic buzzer
that reminds you to
take your keys with
you.
• Proved safety features
like the GM-developed
energy-ab!Sorbing
steering column and
many new ones that
include armrest•
shielded door handles.

Be smartl Be surer Buy now at your Chevrolet dealer's.
All Chevrolets are priced for greater value I The lowest priced 1968 Chevrolets are !models not shown): Corvair 500 s;;;;·c~~'~e
$,2,220.00; Chevy II Nova Coupe $2, 199.00; Camar~ Sport Coupe. $2,565.00; Chevelle 300 Coupe $2,318.00; Chevrolet
B1scayne 2·Door Sedan $2,558.00; Corvette Convertible $4,320.00 •. Manufacturer's suggeifed retail prices In lud'. F d
suggested dealer delivery and handling charges. Transportation charges, accessories, optioned equipment, slate and local fcutos addll~on~~g e eral Exdse Tax,
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Greatly increased enroUment
and a new teaching-research· faci]ity will help chart the course
of the Nuclear Engineering Department of ·the UNM College of
Engineering.
·
Dr. Glenn A. Whan, department chairman, says he has
great hopes for the future.
'
"Within three years/' Dr.
Whan says, 11we will be one of
the top 20 nuclear engineering
departments in the country, truly
a center of excellence for education and research in nuclear engineering.".
,
The U:r,)'M rnuplear engi~eering
department was opened in 1960
with Dr. Whan, an empty l:Juilding, and three graduate students.
Since then, it has grown to four
full-time faculty members, about
40 gl'aduate students, and nearly
a quarter of a million dollars
worth of equipment. In addition
each year the department utilizes
two or .three part-time instructors
-usually experts from Sandia or
the Los Alamos scientific laband also each year the amount of
re·search increases greatly.
By next fall, the department
will move from its now cramped
quarters into new rooms and laboratories in the new engineering
buildings.
"We will have three times the
floor space then," says Dr. Whan.
He mentioned the new facilities,
the special shielding for the nuclear equipment, and the facilities
for expanded research and te;ach· g.
In
In the research work of the nuclear engineering department, D:r.
Whan says: "We try to stay
away from classified research.
Our work must fit within the
academic program and must be
publishable.''
Dr. Whan returned this fall
after a year's absence which .he
spent in Portugal.
He had accepted a position for
· · ·one yeat· with the International

Atomic Energy Agency, and was
a::;signed as a technical expertconsultant to wor.k with the Por•
tuguese Junta of Nuclear Energy
near Lisbon. He did ·not speak
Portuguese, but learned enough
to get by. Dr. Whan said he ·and
his family "really enjoyed our
year" on the Iberian peninsula.
Since returning, Dr. Whau has
published articles on the work
and progress Portugal is making
in applying non-military uses of
atomic energy.
While Dr. Whan was in Portugal, .his department at UNM received a nuclear reactor from the
University of California and that
reactor has been installed and· is
now in operation.
This fall, th& department registered 40 graduate students, 20
of them full-time, and all 40 are
working toward master's or doctor's degrees. Last year, the department had only 2'1 students.
Dr. Whan came to UNM in

1957. ·He had earned his Ph.D.
degree from .Carnegie Institute of
Technology in 1956 in chemical
engineering, and he worlted at
UNM in chemical engineering for
two yeal'S. He then Spent a year
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, and returned to UNM to
open and develop the nuclea1' engineering department.

1/u. SHE LIKES TO GO
7• '.FORMAL!
~ ..
Slhac-~

RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

s~ 247-4347
FIRST AND GOLD

Petitions Available
For Senate Election
Petitions for the Dec. 15 Student Senate election are available
in the Activities Center of the
Union, elections committee chairman Kathleen Rail announced
last night.
Deadline for petitions is Friday,
Dec. 1, at S:SO p.m. Twelve Senate scats will be up for grabs in
the election.
Persons interested in obtaining petitions are asked to contact
Sen. Rail in the Activities Center.

·-

Anyone affiliated with UNM
who is interested in reading his
own poetry should see Stephen
Rodefer in room 8189 in Bandatier Hall.
Patronize Lobo Advertisers

The Season to Sparkle~· .
· *. · ·1iiid Shine· . --'S/' ...

••
Dance the night. away in the beauty of
our beguiling holiday fashions. Glittering
cocktail dresses and formal gowns and
coats • • . • something special for your
· every festive occasion • • •

• • . prices starting
at $30.00

<.JUandeQ~'S
520 Coronado Center

298.6556

l.Pok for the llme.-green can
.

•I
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Poetry Readings
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Panelists Discuss ,UNM's Nuclear Engineering
'latin Insurgents Adding Facilities, Students
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The Rowan Column
Stakes Are High
in Poverty Fight
By CARL T. ROWAN
WASHINGTON-There is an old African proverb, "When two elephants fight it is the grass that suffers:"
We now have an elephant and a donkey fighting in the House of
Representatives, and the suffering grass turns out to be the poor
people of America.
The Republicans have rightly seized upon a Democratic effort to
ilut a billion dollars worth of Community Action Programs (CAP)
under the control of local politicians.
"Where city hall is unsympathetic to th~ needs of the poor or to
this program, the CAP is dead without the decency of a burial," the
Republicans argue.
"Where city hall seizes upon CAP as an instrument for political
power, it will become just that and nothing more," the Republicans
add.
The. country's 30 million poor people can take small comfort from
these Republican words, however, because'"the GOP persists in trying
to reduce the federal funds for a poverty program from the two billion-plus that President Johnson requested to something less than
$1.4 billion.

* * *

The Republicans keep talking about generating "public and private
funds well in excess of $3 billion" and winding up with a bigger and
better "crusade" against poverty.
The Republicans are just as wrong in trying 'to reduce the federal
role in fighting poverty as they are right in trying to keep CAP out
·"1>f the clutches of dty hall.
I've been in reservation territory in the Dakotas where the local
people wouldn't give the time of day to the impoverished Indians. And
I've seen not the slightest reason to believe that "public and private"
funds of any consequence will be made available for city ghetto programs in 1968.
If the Republicans are sure that public and private funds are available, why not let Congress still allocate the two billion dollars? If
other sources do come up with three billion, then we'll have a poverty
program approaching what these tragic times seem to require.

* * *

But what if the House, in its angry and irresponsible fiscal orgy,
retains the worst proposals of both parties and the Senate (which has
been remarkably responsible on the poverty issue) is forced to go
along?
It would mean a 40 per cent reduction in funds for Community Action. Programs, with severe impact on Head Start, health centers
family planning centers, and similar programs.
'
The Office Of Economic Opportunity (OEO) 11ays that at least
30,000 poor people who have recently received opportunities as teachll aides, recreation aides, and the sort will be thrown out of jobs.
· OEO also says that the Head Start follow-through program scheduled to benefit 190,000 children at a cost of $120 million will be "completely eliminated."
OEO claims further that there will be no special programs in 295
communities next summer and that a million poor children who might
otherwise have meaningful jobs or recreation activities will wind up
idle .and on the streets. The cost of the consequences of all this may
be greater than the worth of re-electing the whole House.

* * *

No one can examine the record without concluding that there has
been some waste, some mismanagement, some nepotism in aspects of
the poverty program. Maybe a bit more than exists in the House of
Representatives, though that is debatable.
Yet, the current. poverty program does represent an attempt to
help the poor in a time when the effort is urgently needed. Thl!re may
be reasons to revise some programs, but there is no sane justification
for reducing the amount o:£ money spent on these programs.
The near future may show, happily or unhappily, that two billion
dollars a year to fight poverty is money this country cannot afford not
to spend.

:c.t~

.
,_.

Bema
By BILL COLEMAN
At the Young Republicans rally Nov. 6 Dr. Jack Redman looked at a picture of the burned
body of a Vietnamese boy on a
poster I was holding. He stated
positively that the burns were
from gasoline, not napalm, A
concerned professor on this campus wrote to The Committee of
Responsibility, Inc. ( 60 MadisQn
Ave., Suite 1209, New York, N.Y.
10010) to check on the origin of
that specific boy and wound.
The Commit.tee, a voluntary,
non-profit organization, works "to
obtain available facilities and services in the United States for the
treatment and rehabilitation of
war-burned and injured Vietnamese children who cannot be adequately cared for in Viet Nam."

* * *

The letter in reply speaks for
itself: "I can't say that I was
very surprised by the words of
your local 'expert,' Dr. Redman.
Even the newspaper account
s h o u 1 d raise questions in the
minds of any thinking individual
whose first reaction would be
'How can he, a scientist, make a
medical judgment on a case by
just seeing a picture?' I am
pleased to inform you that the
picture he identifies as a gasoline
burn is absolutely a napalm victim. The picture was taken by Mr.
William Pepper in the Holy Family Hospital in Qui Nhon. Mr.
Pepper can very easily corroborate this and I am in fact going
to forward a copy of your letter
and the newspaper report to him
in the hope that he will find time
to send a letter of protest to the
editor.
"I think that the days of getting sidetracked by these uninformed statements made by people lil:c Dr. Redmnn have been
passed. The COR program is no
longer a 'wishful thought' but
rather a fait accompli. We have
seven children currently in the
States undergoing the most highly developed medical care. One of
the_se children has progressed so
well that it is anticipated that he
will be all cured and ready to return home in about six to eight
weeks.
"I trust that the information
contained. in this letter will help
to put an end to the misinformation handed out by Dr. Redman.
Should you require any further·
information, please do not hesitate to contact me.''
The letter was signed by Mrs.
Esther Smith, the executive director of COR.

* * *
should be

Napalm
explained.
Some people still don't know what
it is. Here are some facts from
the Sunday Albuquergue Journal:
"Napalm is one of the cheapest
and most effective weapons invented in the 20th century • • •
General Curtis LeMay sent a fleet
of B-29's loaded with napalm
over Tokyo in 1945 and burned
out a good 60 per cent of the
city. In many quarters napalm
was credited with causing more
deaths than the combined atomic
bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasl1ki .••
"Napalm burns at a heat approaching 2200 degrees centi-

grade, It develops high concentration of deadly carbon monoxide. Dropped on or near air-raid
shelters it causes the inmates
to die of asphyxiation . . . Napalm is not only used in aerial
l.Jombs and flame-throwers, but
also in land mines ...
$

* *

"Victims of a napalm attack
frequently continue to smolder
when the phosphorous particles ·
(used to ignite napalm) are embedded in their skin • . . One
mass napalm bombing of Hanoi,
however, could cause a firestorm
turning all air raid shelters into
death traps, raising the environmental temperatures to intolerable levels, choking the residents
to death with toxic gases. Large
incendiary raids frequently kill
more people through secondary
effects than primary ones . . .
current production of napalm-B in
the USA is approaching 50 J)lilt-,
lion pounds per month.''
..
'
And a few comments on the'tragic aftermath of napalm from
COR: The Swiss humanitarian organization, Terre des Hommes,
reported in the spring of 1966
that " ..• hospitals •.. show the
frightening spectacle of an immense distress: To the extent
that one finds children burned
from head to foot who are treated· only with vasoline, because of
the lack of ointment for burns,

Resolution on: 50th Anniversary
of the Bolshevik Revolution
Adopted by National Board of
Direetors Young Amerieans For
Freedom
October 7, 1967
Nov. 7 will mark the 50th anniversary of one of the greatest
disasters in history-the Bolshevik seizure of power in Russia. From the country the communist blight has spread until it
embraces a billion human beings:
We free Americans record:
THAT during this half-century, communism has been directly responsible for the extermination of at least 85 million people through civil war, man-made
famine, blood purges, genocidal
deportations and executions, in
torture chambers and in history's
largest concentration camps;
THAT communism has systematically destroyed moral and

'

cott6rt; gauze, and personnel.
"In places with the atmosphere
of · slaughter houses for people,
where flies circulate freely on
children who have been skinned
alive, there are no facilities for
hygiene, .no fans, and' no air conditioning •• .''
Dr. Richard E, Perry in Redbook magazine in· Jan. 1967, said:
"I have been an orthopedic surgeon for a good number of years,
with a rather wide range of medical experience. But nothing could
have prepared me for my encounters with Vietnamese women and
children burned by napalm. It
was shocking and sickening, even
for a physician, to see and smell
blackened flesh.''
Sen. George McGovern said on
Jan. 201 1966, " •.. I had visited
a hopelessly overcrowded hospital
in Da Nang with all its torn victims of the war . . , old men,
mothers, and infants blasted and
burned by napalm jelly, some
multilated almost beyond recognition ••. I wonder then ... Have
I done my part as a senator to
prevent this from .happening?"

* * *

Anyone trying to pass himself
off as an expert in an attempt
to disguise the truth of-VietNam
and attempting to gain political
office in this way is immoral. If
America knew the whole truth of
Viet Nam, she'd vomit.

Letters
Dear Editor:
The campus being plagued as
it was last week by such "atrocities" as the anti-napalm demonstrations, and that "subversive
filthy pornographic anti-American publication," The Juggler, I
bring to the attention of UNM
students at least one "enlightened" and "well thought-out" piece
of literature. As I re-read it, I
am overcome by emotion and gratitude that free "thinking" individuals stay awake at night to
keep the flame of "truth and justice" burning.

;:
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Letters are welcome, and
ohould be no longer than 250
words typewritten, double
opaoed. Name, telephone numb•r and addr""s muot be included, although name will be
withheld upon request.

spiritual values; has persecuted
all religions and placed myriad
minds in the chains of thought
control;
THAT communism set the pattern for fascism, nazism, and
other varieties of totalitarianism,
and that its relentless drive for
world domination has kept the
world in a state of turmoil;
THAT since 191'7 not one of
the nations conquered by force
or seized by subterfuge has been
permitted a free election, nor has
any free people ever voted to
adopt communism in preference to
democracy;
THAT during these 50 years,
all communist dictatorships have
preached "liberation" while practicing unlimited oppression to
consolidate their rule based on
terror;
THEREFORE, believing that it
is the solemn duty of all those
who cherish freedom and con•
science to speak for the silenced
and to honor the martyred dead;
WE, free American individuals
and organizations, do proclaim
Nov. 7 a:
Day of Mourning for the
Victims of Communism
WE call on free men everywhere to observe that week by
meetings and prayers and. by
disseminating this Proclamation;
and
Wl!J call on every community to
rededicate itself in its own way
to restoring the freedoms already
destroyed ·for a billion human beings and threatened by communism for the rest of mankind.
See you in church,
JohnS. Bakas

By WALTER GRANT
Collegiate Press Service
WASHINGTON-Student
h
protest the war and the Jraf~\ 0
disrupting army induction ce;[_
ters or keeping military recruit- _
ers from conducting interv:iews ·
should be drafted ·first, according
to Selective Service .Director Lewi!l B. Hershey.
-Hershey has sent a notice to
all members of the·Selective Service system which says . deferments should be given only to individuals who are acting in the
national interest. Students and
others who interfere with the
military process are not acting
in the national i n t ere s t, and
therefore their deferments should
be discontinued Hershey says.
,,
'
.
'rhe.r~ can be no. questiOn th~t
a!l m~IV!dual who IS engaged m
VIolatmg. the very law that deferred him cannot very well be
acting in the national interest,"
Hershey said in a telephone interview.
The new Selective Service director could affect thousands of
students at campuses across the
country who have been involved
in recent protests designed to
physically disrupt the military
machine, specifically recruiting
and induction.
Hershey admitted his letter to
local draft boards is a reaction
to the "disruptive and destruc-

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of College Men

and Women

Fidelity Union Life

tive" trend which protests have
been taking. "There is a· growing
'Yeariness on the part of the pubhe, and Congressmen a~d a lot
?f others ~ave ~een saymg why
m. the devil don t you do some:~~g ~bout these people," HerY said,
However, the Selective Service
director said his letter offers no
new policies. "The law has been
there all the time, and we are
just encouraging that it be enforced.''
Hershey said the directive is
aimed only at those protesters
who engage in "illegal activities
and lawlessness. We are not try-:
ing to stop anybody from thinking or doing anything else as
long as they are within the law.''
Hershey's letter does not mention college students in particular
or specific anti-recruiting incidents, but the point is clear since
most of the demonstrations which

....

fall into the "disruptive" category have occurred on or near
college campuses. However, Her~hey said, "We are not just. pickmg on college students. ThJs applies to all persons who have deferments for any reason.''
Hershey's letter said local
boards "may reopen the classification" of protesters who perform Hlegal acts. "If evidence of
v~olation of the (Sele~tive. Serv1ce1 Act, and Regulations 1s es~,abhshed, the lo~al board should
de.clare the registrant to be. a
delmq~ent ~nd ~o. process him
accordmgly. _IndiVIduals who are
decla~ed delmquent are placed
fir~t m the o~der of call.
.
If the ~mted States Attorney
should des1re to prosecute before
the local board has ordered the
registrant for induction, full cooperation will be given him," the
letter continues.
Hershey said his letter also re-

fers to persons who either burn
or refuse to carry their draft
cards. However, he said "about '15
per cent of the pieces of paper
which have been thrown around
as draft cards probably are not.''
The letter, or one similar to it,
.-eportedly was sent to colleges
and universities. Asked about this,
Hershey said, "I'm sure this will
receive wide distrib\ltion, but I
don't know who all got it and
when.''
Referring to· the protesters, the
letter said, "It is to be hoped
that misguided registrants will
recognize the long-range significance of accepting their obligations now, rather than hereafter
regretting their actions performed under unfortunate influences

On Secret Research
WASHINGTON (CPS) -The
opposition to secret research on
university campuses is at least
partly responsible for a recent
Defense Depat'tment move toward
"declassifying" some projects
now underway at universities.
A Pentagon spokesman said the
"hue and cry" raised by some
students and faculty members
against classified research is one
' of the reasons that the move is'
underway.
Relatively few projects are
likely to be declassified, since the
survey to determine what projects can be given a non-secret
status is aimed only at classified
projects in the area o£ basic research.
0£ the more than 4000 projects
tl1at ;fall under ~he heading of,
basic, as opposed to applied, research, only 138 are presently
classified. A far greater percentage of the applied research pro·
jects are secret.
The first suggestion that the
Defense Department was trying

i
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to cut down the number of classified research projects came from
Dr. John Foster, Director of Defense Research and Engineering.
Foster's office exercises broad
control over the Department's entire $7.2 billion research and engineering program.
The amount of this total spent
on university projects is relatively small-somewhere between
$400 and $600 million. Of this
amount, some $140 million goes
into basic research projects.
One Pentagon source suggested
that it would be difficult to pin
down exactly how much money
goes to universities as such, because of the difficulty of defining
what constiutes a university. This
spokesman cited the Massachusetts Instiute of Technology as an
example of an institution that receives such a large proportion of
its funds from the federal government that there is some question whether or not it should be
considered a university.
The Defense Department's apparent goal in regard to basic
research is to declassify all projects that fall under that heading. Any project that cannot be
declassified will probably be removed from the category of basic
research.
Some of the projects that now
are classified do not actually involve work that must be kept secret. They are classified because
one or more of the researchers involved have access to materials
that Defense wants kept secret.
These projects will probably be
declassified.

or misdirected emotions, or possibly honest but wholly illegal
advice, or even completely vicious
efforts to cripple, if not to destroy, the unitr vital to the existence o:£ a nation and the preservation of the liberties of each of
our citizens.''
Hershey also encouraged local
board to provide evidence of 'any
efforts by non-reg.istrants "to
prevent induction or in any way
interfere illegally" with the · Selective Service Act to the national headquarters so that it may be
made available to U.S. attorneys.
He also stressed that prosecution in the courts must follow
for Selective Service registrants
who fail to report as ordered, or
refuse to be inducted,

Hall-p••ice to
college students and
faculty:
the newspaper tl1at
newspape•• people
read•.••

Pentagon Ends Policy

At last count, we had more than 3,800. newspaper editors on our list of subscribers to The
Chl'istian Science Monitor; Editors from all
over the world.
There is a good reason why these "pros" read
the Monitor: the Monitor is the world's only
daily international newspaper: Unlike local
papers, the Monitor focuses exclusively on
world news- the important news.
The Monitor selects the news it considers
most significant and reports it, interprets it·,
analyzes it- in depth. It takes you further into
the news than any local paper can.
If this is the kind of paper you would like to
· be reading, we will send it to you· right away at
half the regular price of $24.00 a year.
Clip the coupon. Find out why newspapermen themselves read the Monitor - and why
they invariably name it as one of the five best
papers in the world.

,---------------------------------I
1 The Christian Science Monitor

l

1 Norway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115
Please enter a Monitor subscription for the name below.
1 I am enclosing$--------·-·------- (U.S. funds) for the period
I checked. D 1 year $12 D 9 months $9 0 6 months $6

f
I
I

1 Name-----·-·---·-·····--------·----------------

I

I
I

I

1

Street..__________________________ Apt./Rm.

I

City:_______________ State. _______ ZiP-----···

1

D College s_tudent..... ~-- Year of graduation................

#----·---

1
I

l
I

I
I

L-DY!~~!~~m~er----------------~c~~J

Paufiltei SpDJtfaweM
BERMUDAS---SURFERS-~-SHORTS---SKIRTS

Skirt Suits---CAPRIS---BLOUSES---Siack Suits
That chronic ailment known as the Shorts, or lack of
money, can be licked. Trudge downstairs in the Union
and open a savings account at ABC. Stash away a few
bucks at a time, and they'll soon grow to a size that'll
make you immune to breadlines, Or try our Thriftycheck
program to save money if you write
less than 25 checks a month. Anyway,
come on down-next to the bookstore
in the Union Building.

AMERICAN
BANK of
COMMERCE
~
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Induct Draft Protestors First, Hershey Says

'

On 'Experts' and Napalm
'

Thursday, November 18, 19417.

Third and

Ce~11bal

Downtown

PHONE 247-1021

Union lul!dln&, Unl•trahy ol Now Melito

Albuquerque Sunport

OTHING OVER $4oo.-.-.
PRICED FROM $1.00 TO 54.00
No Carrying Charges on Lay-Aways

NOW 4 STORES
Store No. 1-1441A Eubank N.E.-Princess Jeanne Shopping Center
Store No. 2-1720-A Bridge St. S.W.-GoH Plaza Center
Store No. 3-4210 4th St. N.W.
Store No. 4-3901 Central Ave. N.E.

* Ample Free Parkblg at All Store!IJ. *

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 10 AM lo 6 PI
"Think of us first"

i

Thurl!day, November 16, ].96'1

Joe· Btfsplk ·Now·. Replaced
By Le,agueLeading
Sooter
to

II Seniors to Play Last Game

Norman KreuteJ.'

0n ealllP• Mal~
Chuck Bratche.-

Steve Avery

These 11 UNM l!enior football
:Players will be playing their last
game in a Lobo jersey against
down-state rival New Mexico
State Saturday afternoon at Uni·
versity Stadium.
Game time is 1:30 p,m.
It is also the concluding game
of the '67 campaign for the Aggies from Las Cruces. They are
6-2-1 on the season. The Lobos are

FOOTBALL FOR SHUT-INS

1-8.

UNM leads the all-time series
33·20-4, but has lost the last two
games. State is a heavy favorite
to reduce the Wolfpack's winning
margin even more this year.
State goes into the game fresh
from a 90-0 trouncing of Northern Arizona last weekend. UNM
lost to Western Athletic Conference champion Wyoming 42·6.
DennisMarr

Larry Lahusen

The year of the

YAMAHA

The Twin Jet 100 is the
swingin' thing for Spring.
Double everything ••• 2
cylinders, 2 carburetors, 2
exhaust pipes ••• for more GO.
The styling has that
no-nonsense look, lean and
racy like a 250cc World Grand
Prix Champion Yamaha. lf you
can ride a bicycle you can ride
a Yamaha. So stop in and ride
out on a Yamaha Twin Jet 100.
Then you'll know why Yamaha,
with proven oil-injection, Js
the top-selling 2-stroke in the
U.S. See us today.

(By the author of uRally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Gillis," etc.)

Joe Casas

'
Sherman Seiders

Jerry Pollard

At next Saturday's football game while you are sitting
in your choice student's seat behind the end zone, won't
you pause and give a thought to football's greatest and,
alas, most neglected name? I refer, of course, to Champert
Sigafoos.
Champert Sigafoos· (1714-1928) Btarted life humbly on
a farm near Thud, .Kansas. His mother and father, both
named Walter, were bean-g1eaners, and Champert became
a bean-gleaner too. But he tired of the work and went to
:Montana where he got a job with a logging firm. Here the
erstwhile bean-glean2rworked as a stump-thumper. After
a month he went to North Dakota where he tended the
furnace in a grana1·y (wheat~heater). Then he drifted to
Texas where he tidied up oil field!! (pipe-wipe1·). Then to
Arizona where he strung dried fruit (fig-rigger). Then
to Kentucky where he fed horses at a breeding farm (oattoter). Then to Long Island where he dressed poultry
(duck-plucker). Then to Alaska where he drove a delivery
van for a bakery (bread-sledder). Then to Minnesota
where he cut up frozen lakes (ice-slicer). Then to Nevada
where he determined th¢,odds in a gambling house (dicepricer). Then to Milwaukee where he pasted camera
lenses together (Zeiss-splicer).
Finally he went to Omaha where he got a job in a tannery, beating pig hides until'they were soft and supple
· (hog-flogger). Here occurred the event that changed not
only Champert's life, but all of ou1·s.
Next door to Champert's hog-fioggery was a mooring
mast for dirigibles. In flew a dirigible one day, piloted by
a girl named Graffa vo.n Zeppelin. Champert watched
Graffa descend from tli~ Jiirigi.ble, and his heart. turned
over, and he knew love, 'l'hough Graffa's beauty was not
quite perfect-one of he~ legs. w;as shorter than the other
(blimp-gimper)-she was nqnetheless ravishing, what
with her tawny hair and tier eyes of Lake Louise blue and
her marvelously articulated hS:hhches. Champert, smitten,
ran quickly back to the hog-floggery to plan the wooing.
To begin with, naturally, he would give Graffa a present. This presented problems, for hog-flogging, as we all
know, is a signally underpaid profession. Still, thought
Champert, if he had no money, there were two things he
did have: ingenuity and pigskin.
So he selected several high grade pelts and stitched
them together and blew air into them and made for Graffa
a perfectly darling little replica of a dirigible. "She will
love this," said he confidently to himself and proceeded to
make ready to call on Graffa.
First, of course, he shaved with Personna Super Stainless Steel Blades. And wouldn't you'! If you were looking
to impress a girl, if you wanted jowls as smooth as ivory,
dewlaps like damask, a chin strokable, cheeks fondlesome,
upper lip kissable, would you not use the blade that
whisks away whiskers quickly and slickly, tuglessly and
nicklessly, scratchlessly and matchlessly? Would you not,
in short, choose Personna, available both in Injector style
and double-edge style? Of course you would.

Nothing is mor~ &!ltisfying
Jerry DePoyster th!ln giving Wyoming opponents ~:swift kick.
DePoyster h11s 'Qeim pretty content lately, but :~o'r awhile this
f!eason he W!lB :felolii~g like he, was
Joe B.tfsplk, the, hard.luck kid
from Dogpatch.
Last year Depoyster led the
nation in kick-scoring with 71
voints, including 13 field goals.
But from the beginning this season, his place-Jdcldng seemed off.
At one point, he couldn't even
kick conversions. He missed six
of eight extra-voint tries and nine
of 11 field-goal 11ttempts.
But you can forget about that
now. DePoyster is back on. In
the last three games he has booted eight straight PATs and seven of 12 field goals.
He couldn't have picked a better time to get straightened out.
Before the crucial clash with Arizona State, DePoyster had kicked just six of 18 field-goal attempts. He booted three of five
against the Sun Devils, the final
one in the last three minutes :for
a 15-13 Cowboy victory.
DePoyster came on s t r o n g
again Saturday, scoring a record
of 16 points with four field goals

PASSING
and four conversions. Th!lt out. Player ·
Pet.
Yru;ds TD
,467
1705
8
put. enabled him to take over the Stene, UNM
Wyo,
· .546
1585
17
Western Athletic Conference Toecano,
Rosebol'oUllh, ASU
.474
1097
8
Lyona; BYU
.511
887
6
scoring lead with 59 points,
Gehrke, Utah
.462
· 699
7
DePoyster's punting and kick- Reed, Ariz.
.878
684
4
Utah
,489
511
2
ing off haven't suffered this sea- Collins,
Erdhaus, BYU
.472
472
8
son. His 42.0-yard punting aver- Lee, Ari•.
.446
469
4
UNlll
.409 · 424
8
age le!lds the league. His kick- Deitler,
BEST ONE-GAME: 876 by Terry Stene,
offs regularly are non-returnabl~. New Mexicl,>, (vs. Brigham 'loung, 9/80)
Four of his nine kickoffs against
PASS RECEIVING
;No, Yds. Avll', TD
New Mexico Saturday sailed out Player
BYU
&1.
775 12.7 5
of the end zone. The other five Odie,
Hendricks, UNM
59 1003 17,0 6
55
68S
11.5 3
were so deep that Lobo backs sel- Vrillez, UNlll
Hiley, Wyo.
41
684 16.7
5
dom could get back to the 20,
Lindsey, Wyo.
as
586 14.1 8
Boyette,
BYU
37
479
12.9
3
DePoyster now has scored 175 Dyer, ASU
31
501 16.2 4
points in his three-year career Hill. ASU
80
481 16.0 6
Utah
25
297 11.8 1
at Wyoming, with one game to Andrews.
Fowler,. UNM
18
228 12.4 2
play. That's four points more MOST RECEPTIONS: 17 for 247 by
than any o t h e r collegian has Emilio Vall(lZ, New Mexico (vs. UTEP,
scored by kicking alone. His 34 10/28)
PUNTING
field goals have b1·oken the pre- Player
No.
Ave.
vious mark by Charley Gogalak DePoyster, Wyo,
55
42.0
1\ny, Ariz.
48
41.5
of Princeton by seven.
A(lams, BYU
33
40,9
R<'Cd, Ariz.
26
39,1
Brigham Young was so con- H<1malik,
BYU
26
39,0
cerned about DePoyste1· that R~seborough,
ABU
51
88.1
Smith, Utah
59
37.7
Coach Tom Hudspeth semi-face- Holler,
UNM
64
35.1
tidu'sly remarked, "We plan to LONGEST PUNT: 81 )>y Jerry DePoy•
ster, Wyoming (vs. Brigham Young, 10/7)
:u:>~ a .goal line defense all over
the field. If Wyoming gets inside
SCo:tUNG
TD XPts.
FGs.
the' 50, DePoyster will kick a Player
DePoyster, Wyo.
0
20-30
18·32
field goal anyway."
Smith, Utah
8
2
0
Anderson, ASU
8
0
0
DePoyster's teammate, Paul Lindsey,
Wyo.
.8
0
0
'1
4
0
Toscano, virtually wrapped up the Hill, ABU
BltU
0
21·24
8-l'l
league's total offense crown last Patera,
Hendricks, UNlll
6•
0
0
0
28·81
2-5
Saturday by gaining 175 yards Rokita, ASU
Odle, BYU
5
0
. 0
for a total of 1636, 292 yards bet- Huey,
Wyo.
6
0
0
Kiiek. Wyo.
6
0
0
ter than runnerup Terry Stone of MOST
POINTS: 2<1 by Lam Walton,
New Mexico. Other conference Arizona State (vs. Utah, 11/4)
FIELD GOAL: 55 by Jerry
leaders also retained their top LONGEST
DePoyater, WyomiUll (vs. Colorado State,
spots.
HS.O>..

Yardage Ch ange d
TOTALoFFENsE
At UNM Course .. •';~:,~;;,o,
Wyo.
~~h rrs:
" Stene, UNM
·360
1705
1

MOTORCYCLE SALES
6316 Domingo Rd., NE
Phone 255-0231

Emilill' Va11ez

Paul Smith

The New ol~ie Joe
management

welcomes
Thursday Night
Dancing (Discotheque)
Beer For Girls,

10¢ a Glass
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Charge

Phone 242-21Sl

So Champert, his face a study in epidermal elegance
rushed next door with his little pigskin dirigible. But
qra!fa, ~~;Ins, had run f:!ff, alas, with a bush pilot who spee~abzed. m. droppmg hmes to scurvy~ridden Eskimo villages ( fru1t-chuter).
,Champert, enraged, started kicking his little pigskin
bhmp all oyer the place. And who should walk by just
then but J'1m Thorpe, Knute Rockne, Walter Camp and
Pete ltozelle I
•
They walked silently, heads do~n, :four discouraged
raen. For weeks they had been trymg to invent football
b~t they cou19n't seem to ilnd the right kind of ball. The '
tried everrthmg-hock~y pucks, badminton birds, bowlin~
b~lls1 quo~ts--:but.nothmg worked. Now seeing Champert
k1ckmg. h1s p1gskm spheroid, their faces lit up and as one
man they hollered "Eureka!" The rest is history,
S k'
,.
.* * *
. ..,11161,
"" Mu Bhulm•ft
t
IRS of lueklr, i/ you've got any about your prel•
en ·• .,e eream, lry Burma.Sha11e, regular or menlhol• ,

v;:: .

A~~G
3.8

UNM students should notice., .. =ro;fij ASU
;t1; 3~~ ::8
that :for regular play the fr?rit · ~~'re~"ut!~u
ii: ud ~:~
and back nines at th~ south golf' Banford,
nYU
215
408
Bookert, UNM
683
11
..1·.~•
course have been reversed. No. 1 Reed,
Klick, Ariz.
Wyo,
562
613~• "·~
·87
3••
BEST
ONE·GAME:
836
by
Terry
Stene,
is now No. 10, etc.
New lllexlco (va, Brigham Young, 9/28)
The course will remain as .it
l\USH1NG
was first designed £:1!rtourn.l!-me~t, P!Qel"
· •Net • Avrt. TD
Andmon, ASU
928
6.8
'1
play. The yardage on a few lioles , Dookert,
UNM
588
4.4.
-'
Klick, Wyo.
562
.u 3
has also been corrected.
Sllllth, 'Utah
46B
a.a li
ASU
429
4.0
4
The primary reasons :for the lllalone,
WlUliiJJIS, Wyo.
351
4.8
2
Rippee, BYU
259
U
1
reversal are: 1. easier control. of Edmonds,
Atl~.
251
3.2
1
285
~.6
0
the golf traffic; 2. getting player!i Robinson, Ariz.
lllolnllr, Utah
280
8.9
2
teed off faster; 3. making the BEST ONE-GAME: 220 by Max Anderson,
Arizona State (vs. Wisconsin, ll/80)
snack bar handier; and 4. getting BEST
ONE-PLAY: 99 by Max Anderson,
Arizona State (vs. Wyoming, 10/28)
the hardest walking part of the
7200-yard golf course over with
first.
Synchronized Swim
The newly organized UNM synchronized
swim club will meet toRodey Tryouts
night
at
the
Johnson Gym pool at
Tryouts for the University 6:30. All UNM
women students
Theater~s children's production
are
invited.
Experience
syn~
o£ "Hansel and Gretel" will be chronized swimming is notinnecesheld this afternoon from 3:30 to sary as an instructor will be at
5:30 in Rodey Hall. Production all the meetings. The club is tendates at·e Jan. 12-14 and Feb. 16- tatively scheduled to meet every
18. All UNM students are invited Tuesday and Thursday.
to audition.
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Stand fast

in Bass Weeiunsl
Ride it out •• • wait for Boss Weejuns® moccasins
of your nearby college store or shoe shop.
Only Boss ma\(es Weejuns.

G. H. Boss & Co.,
Wilton, Moine 04294.

Main St.,

~

.

G~od Job, Oops!

For those of you who missed .it,
Sports Dlustrated selected Arizona State's Curley Culp as its
national lineman of the week fol·
lowing the · Sun Devils' victory
over San Jose State. Only trouble was that the 255-pound middle gUard was listed as a 22()..
pound linbacker,
i

you
a shirt
ora label?
same shade twice.
This Arrow "Cum Laude"
Oxford has all the things fJ
good label means. Buttondown rolf collar with a soft
flare. Tapered waist.
Perma-lron so it won't

wrinkle. "Sanforized-Pius."
And it comes in blue, pinks,
stripes, etc., etc., for $7 .00.
So, if you want a good
shirt, look for a good label.
And if you want the best
label, buy a shirt made
by Arr()W.

•

It
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NMSU Confident of Victory
1

Year in and ear out Lobo foot- Lobos was 110-3 in .1917 when of the season. He sa1d h~ thought
b II f
b ~I
t more pleas- NMSU was Ne1V Mex1co A & !-'f· the players actually enJoyed the
a ans pro a Y ge
In 1948 UNM beat the Aggies hitting
ure out of having UNM beat New 61 •0,
The Lobos might as well enjoy
Mexico State than any team on
Last year NMSU downed the the hitting because the Aggies
the echedule.
Lobos 47-12 here. 1964 was the are the hea•1iest team the Lobos
And beating the AggiE:S is last year UNM won the tradition- have faced this season o'? def.ense.
something that New Mexico· has · al game, 18-14.
It is the season end1~gthgamf
·
h · ·
Lobo coach Bill Weeks said thll f. or both teams and o , o
d~ne regular!~ smce t e senes Wolfpack had its best practice of course, would like the win very
~r~t 'started. The Wolfpack has the year this week-the last week much.
won.33, NM~p has won 20, and
_.wm•rrr••--------~

L
0

there
ties.come to
Thishave
yearbaen
the four
Aggies
Albuquerque more confident of
victory than ever before. They expeet to reduce New Mexico's winning margin in one of the oldest
t~~~~tt~te .rival~ies in ~hej F?un-

s.·p 0 :. ·. RT s

~~o~~~r~~~:i~:t~~e~o~~!e~ili:

letes of New Mexico's two largest

!~~~o~~~h
~g~:~:ai~ ~~~ht like
The worst State ever beat the

UNM-NMSU

ONE SET of Case Rule Lawbooks. Published 1915-1940. There are eight sup.
plimentals, two indices and 27 law
volumes. $46.00 or best offer. May be
seen at 2.700 Solano NE. 11/16-20,
'
1964 MGB Convertible. New radio, heater.
Two tops, good tires. Excellent condi- ·
tion. Reasonable price. Phone 255·0563.
STUDENTS Jookillg for a car from $100.
to $2000. any make. For the lowest
prices In to'vn call Lanny Ccrter, 298·
1934 after 3 :30 p,m,
1965 DKW convertible with new windshield,
points, and spark plugs. 26 to 30 mi.
per gaL $800. Call after S p.m. 256-1997.
11/10-16.
SERVICES
TYPEWRITER Sales & Services, all
makes. 20 percent discount with this ad.
Free pickup and delivery. Open until 8
p.m. on Monday & thursday. E & E
TypeWriter Service, 2217 Ccal SE, Phone
248-0588.
PERSONALS
PERSONALITY POSTERS, PSYCHA·
DELIC POSTERS & BUTTONS. If we
don"t have themJ then you don't want
them. Send for samples and list. MA·
DAM BUTTERFLY'S Girt Shop, 4609
E. Colfax, Denver, Colorado. 80220.
LOST
MEN'S LONGINE five etar admiral wrist
watch with gold flex band. Lost in
men's lounge in Admin. Bldg, Reward,
If found '!llease call Mr. Campos 2423:102 or 542-3033 ext. 25.
BROWN reading glasses lost on . library
lawn. neward. 247-9638. 11/15-20.
FOR RENT
APARTMENT, 1-bedroom, furnished. Fire•
place, garage ; close to UNl\1. $86 '!ler
month without ntiliti"" or $100 x•er
:month with utilities. Phone 265·8932.
11/10-16.

Golfers Will Play
In Arizona Invite

I I

10·30% Discount on
Ski Clothing and Equipment
Phone 296·4355

Friday, November 17, 1967
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Follow Your Conscieri Ce,
1

By YVONNE LOPEZ ·
Follow your own conscience
and do what you think is right,
advtised California's controvlersial Episcopalian Bishop James
A. Pike in a speech in the Concert Hall last night.
Speaking to a full house, Bis-

1

.c. Woodrow Wilson Pharmacy
3100 Central Avl!. at Richmond

C. Woad row Wilson (Owner)

Men's & Ladies' Toiletries
Weekdays 8 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Open most Holidays
Dial 255-5581

Free Delivery

One of Albuquerque's Oldest Reliable Rx Departments

FAST and DELICIOUS! I
JUST 5 MIN. FROM \...AIIYir~,.,
DER CHILl DOG
DER MUSTARD DOG
DER KRAUT DOG

18c
DER POLISH DOG
SOc

Bishop James A. Pike speaks to guests at the Internatiom.l Center
reception· following his Concert Hall lecture last night. Students,
tOwnspeople, and clergymen talked to the Episcopalian churchman
about his views on morality, Viet Nam, modern theology, and the
church today. His speech in the Concert Hall left the capacity audience
thoughtful and stimulated. Pike's appearance was sponsored by the
UNM Associated Students Lecture Series.

DRINKS
10 AND 20c

FRIDAY & SAT. TILL 2:00 AM

'sul<l.-12:00 MIDNIGHT

EAST CENTRAL AT SIERRA

, 1Dtt Witntt!)tbnit?tl
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Dr. Hassan Saab, professor of Palestine and established the
political science at the Lebanese Jewish state of Israel.
University, spoke Tuesday eve• .
"Then the Arab-Israel conflict
ning to the Albuquerque Commit- broke out and Israeli Arabs left
tee on Foreign Relations on "The that area, creating refugee camps
Arab-Israel Conflict."
in numerous Arab countries,"
. In 1917, Saab said, five per cent said Saab of the conflict directly
of the people in Palestine were after Israel was established.
Jews. English Earl Arthur BalIsrael has been asked continualfour pledged to support the estab- ly for "repartation or resettlelishment of a Zionist movement ment with compensation of Palesin the country.
tinian Arabs," said Saab. Israel
The Zionist movement became has refused. "This problem, if
a push f.or the establishment of a solved, would eliminate much of
separate state rather than merely the conflict between Arab states
settling Jews in Israel after and Israel."
World War II. The state would
In the latest conflict, Egypt dehave included both Arabs and manded the withdrawal of UN
Jews. At that time one-third of · troops. "U Thant withdrew the
the people in Palestine were UN troops, as was correct accord·
Jews.
ing to his frame of reference" in
After the war, said Saab, Pres- previous UN resolutions, said
ident Harry Truman gave his Saab.
support to a separate Jewish
"Today Israel refuses to negostate. The United Nations resolu- tiate through the United States
tion of 1947 adopted partition of over the settlement of the disputes, and this is not the way for
any state to come to a final settlement with their neighbors," said
the Beirut-born professor.
"A UN resolution is the practical and reasonable way to work
killing civilians over there.' Gov- out a final settlement," said Saab.
ernment information didn't say
Saab believes that these are the
we weren't bombing houses or requirements for settlement in
killing civilians, but it gave that the Middle East:
impression," he said.
1. Withdrawal of Israeli troops
Salisbury asserted that govern- from occupied territory. "Today
ment reports were deliberately Israel occupies five times the terslanted to reduce public opposi- ritory she was assigned in 1947,"
said Saab.
tion to the conduct of the war.
2. Israel should recognize the ·
"This spin was put on the reports so people would say, 'Yes, · right of the refugees to repartait's a terrible war, but we're not tion or resettlement with compenkilling anyone out there, so Jet's sation.
3. A better understanding
go on','' he said.
"I reported that we killed civil- should be established by the United States of the Zionist move( Continued on page 2)
ment. Saab said it is not a peaceful movement to the Arabs. "The
language of force" is the philosophy of many Jewish leaders, said
Saab.
He said Americans should decide what kind of Israeli state is
wanted, a peaceful state or an expansionist state.

Tell. Truth, Says NewsfJ1Cin
By CHUCK NOLAND
government tells them.
"The confidence of the people in
Note: Lobo Editor Chuck No•
land is in Minneapolis at the na- general is shaken by the governtional convention of Sigma. Delta ment's information policy on the
Chi, national journalism society war in VietNam," Salisbury said.
composed of professional news- "This policy slops over into inpapermen and student journalism formation from other governmentmajors. Harrison E. Salisbury, tl\e al sources."
As an example of the confuassistant managing editor of the
New York Times, addressed the sion of the people by this policy,
group yesterday. Harrison began the prize-winning foreign correshis career in journalism by being pondent cited the effects of disfired as editor of the Minnesota patches he filed from North Viet
Nam last winter.
Daily.
"People read my dispatches and
MINNEAPOLIS: The United said to themselves, 'My God, we're
States government must abandon
its "public relations" philosophy
of public information and tell the
people the truth if it wants to
close the credibility gap, Harrison
E Salisbury said here Thursday.
"The government must realize
that the only thing that matters
is to tell the people the truth,"
Salisbury told delegates to the national convention of Sigma Delta
Chi, professional journalistic so·
By SARAH LAIDLAW
ciety. "When things are bad, let's
"Life is Full of Rude Awakensay they're bad," said Salisbury. ings," proclaims a Snoopy sign
"It's not the function of the hanging above the file cabinets in
government to make everything the UNM police department oflook rosy; it's the function of fices.
the government to tell the people
These files cabinets and several
exactly what's happening,'' he more are full parking ticket copsaid.
ies, unpaid tickets, names of unSalisbury asserted that the known recipients of parking tickphilosophy of government infor• ets, and records of the money re·
mation agencies in giving the ceived for parking tickets.
people stories "that will make
To many students, getting a
their bosses look good," rather parking ticket is a rude awakenthan teiJing them the whole truth, ing, and that's why another file
is at the heart of the credibility- cabinet could be filled with tapes
gap problem.
of sob stories heard every day by
""The people can be fooled just the police.
"I hadda tal<e my roommate to
so many times. Then they turn
the
health center, and that's why
away," Salisbury said. "If peo•
I
was
parked in a. no parking
ple lose faith in the government
for not giving them the truth and zone!" "There wasn't any- other
in the media for reporting what place to park!" "Look, I'm sorry
the government says, they- might I parked in the visitors' parking
turn to someone who comes along lot, and I don't have the money to
and says, 'I have the truth'," he pay for the ticket • • ." They go
on and on and on.
said.
.
Another student had an out-ofSalisbury said it is basic to human nnture to want to believe in state license plate as well as a
something, and thnt the people New Mexico plate. He switched
cannot now believe what their plates and continually parked in

By U. Pollee

Ticketed U NM Students
Receive 'Rude Awakening'

The family said "Better call Dad.
Old Mother MacBeth has it bad.
.
She's wringing her mitts
Crying 'Out! Out of Schlitz!'
No wonder the old girl is mad."

hop Pil!;e reflected on the Viet
Nam war issue and said that if
one thinl!;s it is right to go to
wal' he should fight, but if he is
against it he should refuse to go.
There is nothing sent from the
heavens to make a young person
fight, h~ said .

Arab-Israeli Conflict
Discussed by Dr. Saab

Sundays 9 a.m. to I p.m. & 4 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Taos Ski Valley
Salary Plus Tips
Room and Boar~
Free Ski Lessons
Free Lift Ticket
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UNM is one of ten golf teams
in the western states invited to
compete in the first Conquistadores
Invitational
Collegiate
tournament Dec. 28-30.
The Christmas affair is sponsored by the Conquistadores Club
of Tucson with the help of the
University of Arizona.
Other teams invited include
Arizona State, Brigham Young,
Houston, Los Angeles State, New
Mexico State, Texas Tech, the
University of Texas-El Paso,
and Colorado.
The addition of the winter
tournament makes the Western
Athletic Conference unusual in
that it holds two :tali and winter
golf tournaments within its boundaries.
Houston, the perennial NCAA
champion, has the most impressive credentials of the teams invited. BYU has the most impressive record of beating the Texans-twice last season. And New
Mexico is the team everyone
thinl>s may break loose any time.

Waitresses wanted for ski season
Must be_ very attractive and personable

v, 7 ( ..,....~S
Gr·3

Our Sevenfy-Firsf Year of Editorial Freedom
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Bob Richards two-time Olym- making appearances at such
·
pic
pole-vault champion and mot•e places at the Veterans' hospi~al,
Basketball Race
recently of Wheaties fame, wilJ the state prison, area h1gh
"Not many conferences can
be in Albuquerque Dec. 2 to schools, churches, a la:ge-s.cale
truthfully say that every one of
speak at a fund-raising dinner for dinner, and pet·haps takmg m a
its members has a legit!~ate
chance" to win the (basketball) a Fellowship of Christian Ath- Lobo basketball game.
letes "Weekend with Champions"
The 16 will come from the ranks
championship, but the Western
Feb. 24-26',
of coaches, players, and other
Athletic Conference can.''-Frank
The February weekend will fea- athletic-connected per~onn~I. It
Haraway, Denver Post, writing
ture 16 of the world's top athletes will probably be some~1me m Dein Basketball Yearbook.
who will concentrate their ap- cember when the men making the
pearances on the Albuquerque appearance will be announced.
area.
The Dec. 2 dinner will be at the liiiiiiiUDIIIIRIIRimlliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiRIIUIIUIIIIIIIIIIIruiDIIIIIDIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIIUIIHI
First Presbyterian Church in Albuquerque. Tickets are $10 and
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 Une ad., 8~¢--.4 times, $2.00. Insertions
are available from all FCA memmust be submitted by noon on day before
FIRST MEETING: 1894,
bers
thru Nov. 27.
,.
pubUeatlon to Room 169, Student Publica·
New
Mexico won, 18-6
t!ono BuUdln&', or telephone 27'1-4002 or
Local FCA president Tom
:!U-4102.
SERIES
RESULTS: UNM
Diehm says at present he does
leads
in
aU-time
series 33-20-4
WANTED TO BUY
not know who the 16 athletes will
E Flat Alto Sax with good case. For a
THIS YEAR, WON-LOST:
be. Two who have accepted the
12 yr. old. Francis C. Koopman, phone
invitations are Paul Anderson,
New Mexico State-6-2-1; U. of
299-4697. 11/10·16. '
the world's strongest man, and
New Mexico-l-B.
FOR SALE
former
New York Yankee star
LAST WEEK: New Mexico
COMPLETE drum set. Very good condi·
second baseman Bobby Richardtion. 2.77-4196, ask for Charles.
State recorded one of the
son.
1961 VOLVO-new tirO!!, sl!'ncromesh to
country's biggest wins of 1967
first. Bod's not too hot but great perThe athletes for the FCA week·
by beating Northern Arizona
sonality and runs weU. $560, Call 299·
end wiJJ spend most of their time
9161. Great for okilng,
University 90-0.
10GB FORD V•S• .ht;tom:;tlo tr:m::m!osit'll,
U. of New 1\texico dropped a
power steering & brakes. Good condi· ·
42-6 decision to highly-ranked
tion. $896.00. Call after 6 p.m. 242-6660.
Conquistadores
11/1, 2, 3, 6.
Wyoming Cowboys.

WANT ADS

Subscription Rates - $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester
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B
ED.ITOR
0 N00 LEY REIN HEAR DT
Weekend· of· Stars to Be N.ov. 24-26,·
Olympic Champion Richards to Speak

. Last weekend the Aggies, 6-2-1,
beat Northern Arizona University 90-0 without Coach Warren

NEW MExlb·o f!L0 BO
1

'3 '7'6. '7? 7
0, _ 3QW

His own views on the VietNam
war have changed progressively
from that of a "mild hawk to an
owl, to a dove, and to a ferocious
dove," he said.
;>~~,>
He discussed different approaches to ethics, beginning with
consensus ethics, which he called
a "way-out view" that "what is
going on in the given culture at
the given time is right."
Bishop Pike also discussed another form of ethics which he
called anti-nomianism. The basis
for this approach, he said, is "I
do what I do." Antinomianism implies that faith alone, not obedience to moral codes, insures salvation.
He then referred to code ethics
-·the permanent structure o~ traditional morality-and said that
code ethics provide a convenient
way to ignore moral obligations.
In the end, he said, these ethics
could be amoral.
The traditional church view of
sex has been "very, very sick and
wrong," Bishop Pike said.
"Sex is sacramentally good and
expresses that which is the tili
that nourishes peace," he said.
Bishop Pike's sense of humor
was evident throughout the
speech. He began by finding seats
'for members of ' the:, audience
standing in the back. He told
people to remove their coats from
empty seats beeause "people are
more valuable than coats."
Doing what you think is right
has obvious limitations, Bishop
Pike said. He sees "the wrong
colors" for traffic lights, because
to him red is an action color and
should "mean go, but, green is
tranquil and. : suggests rest orshop.
,
"I hope I don't confuse anyone's
driving," he said.

***
Audience Pleased
With Bishop Pike
1-Center Meet

By BOB STOREY
The man who has been accused of trying to interpret Christianity in the twentieth century
met a generally favorable reaction at a ·reception last night at
the UNM International Center.
Bishop James A. Pike, controversial California Episcopalianyr
tries to get across the idea of
"people" to everyone he talks
with. One woman asked him if
he thought women should be allowed to serve at the altar and
to wear vestments and he said,
(Continued on page 2)

Special Service Sunday

visitors' Jots. A canny patrolman
hung around after noticing the
same car in the lot day after day,
and handed the car's owner, $60
worth of tickets.
Another common complaint
heard it, "But why'd I get the
The Reverend Harry DeArman
ticket?" There are several rea- Johns
will be installed as Universons. Improper display of a park- sity Pastor
:for the United ·Caming sticker, lack of a parking- pus Christian
Fellowship at UNM
sticker, parking in a no-parking . in a. special worship
service Sunarea or in the wrong lot will all day. The service will be held at
result in a $5- to $7-parking tick- University Chapel at 3 p.m.
et.
Rev. Johns has served as UniBut-the police issue parking versity Pastor at the University
stickers without charge to all of Illinois and the University of
students.
Idaho; instructor in religion at the
A patrolman also said that stu- Idaho Institute of Christian Edudents sometimes park where they cation, and th!! pastor of several
are not supposed to and put an churches. He is also on the Board
old ticket on the windshield. of Directol's of the ,Presbyterian"What they don't know," said Counseling Service.
the patrolman, "is that every
Rev. Johns specializes in thepatrolman has a different way of ology, fine arts, and counseling,
attaching tickets every week. and contemporary theology.
You can spot them that way."
· Dr. Harold Lavender, Vice
''! don't see how some of these President for Student Affairs,
kids ·think they can get away- and Rev. Father Stephen Shimek,
with some of the tricks they OP, Chaplain of the Aquinas
pull," e~t;vs q policeman. "We al- Newman Center will take part in
the installation service.
ways get them."

UCCF to Install
Johns as Pastor

U. Asks Payment
For Land on 1-25
The Regents of UNM have filed
a suit in district court asking the
state Highway Department to
condemn and declare the saleable
value of 70 acres of University~"'''
owned land on which an inter~
state highway is located.
The University contends it was
not paid a fair market value for
the property when it agreed to
turn the land over to the state
for construction of lnterstate-25
in 1962;
The land is located in north and
southrunning strips between Gib·
son SE and Barcelona Road along
Interstate-25.
"When the land was given up
in 19G2.·the University agreed to
give up the land for which the
state would pay a fair price when
the value of the land was de(Continued on page 2)

